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Abstract. In the work at hand, a method is presented that can pre-
dict gestures during input. The scheme is based on the specification of
prominent points defining subgestures within templates. Classification
of a partial input is only against a small set of subgestures pre-selected
by nearest neighbor searches regarding these prominent points. The ges-
ture prediction is invariant against variations in scale, rotation, transla-
tion and speed of an input and handles single-touch, single-stroke and
(sequential) multi-touch gestures. We provide thorough investigations of
the classifiers performance on tests with two medium sized gesture sets.
Results are promising and feasible for a wide range of applications. Even
common direct manipulation operations can be reliably detected.

Keywords: gestures, multi-touch, prediction, classification, template-
based.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In this work, the task of a gesture’s prediction during input is investigated. In
the best case, input is accompanied by continuously adapting interpretations in
terms of the most probably intended gestures. In this way, users can finish their
input as soon as enough of it is seen for proper recognition. Besides the incorpo-
ration of multi-touch to encode more information in time, such shortening can
drastically reduce the time of gestural interaction, too. In addition, a predictive
recognition can connect gestural interaction and direct manipulation or support
tools for dynamic training of gestures. Freeman et al. [7] see the barrier for users
in the necessity of learning complex physical input methods as the main cause
why developers of commercial systems avoid implementations of multi-touch in-
teraction beyond basic direct manipulations as defined by Shneiderman [18].
Consequently, literature mainly focuses on such training purposes or support of
input by feedforward mechanisms that show current predictions [2,3].

2 Known Methods and Applications

In [14], purpose of a gesture’s ‘eager recognition’ is the fluent transition from
gesturing to direct manipulation, targeting to convey additional parameters of
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the operation. This is realized by forming two sets for each class, one for the suf-
ficient complete ones (unambiguous) and one selection of ambiguous subgestures
of all possible prefixes each gesture can contain. Under modification of weighting
parameters by cross-validation, a binary classifier is trained that decides whether
enough of an actual input is seen (input falls into an unambiguous set) to pass
it to the standard classification method presented in the same work.

The classification method of [14] and its eager recognition routine is used in [9]
for the interpretation of hand drawn sketches of ER-diagrams (4 simple geometric
symbols for entities, relationships, and attributes). A similar method is used in
[19] for the recognition of sketches. Partial (separated by strokes) sketches are
added to the training data which is clustered (supported by a supervised SVM)
by similarity of visually represented features (as in [12]). Assignment of partial
inputs to a class is by a Bayesian approach.

The feedback system ‘Octopocus’ [2] supports single-touch input of gestures
normalized regarding their size by presenting suggestions of possible progress.
Beginnings of each classes’ templates that correspond in length are replaced by
the actual input. This modified gesture is then classified based on the method in
[14] by Mahalanobis distances against the original template set. An alternative
classification by distances between the shape signatures of angular traversal of
the trajectory is proposed, but not investigated. The error measurement in terms
of the distance of a template to the input indicates the probability of performing
a gesture equivalent to this template. This probability is visually presented by
the stroke’s thickness in the depiction of each possible outcome. An approach
similar to ‘Octopocus’ that only displays the most probably intended gesture to
not stress the user is presented in [3]. In contrast to the work in [2], the prediction
scheme scales templates to the bounding box of the current single-touch input.

More sophisticated estimation of the size of a partially entered gesture is done
in [1] on the basis of a scale independent gesture representation by sequences of
quantized absolute angles. Subsequences of similar angles are collapsed to achieve
independence of an input’s duration, which otherwise needs an equal distance
resampling under knowledge of the complete gesture. Two thus computed shape
signatures are compared - up to the length of the shorter one - by the ratio of
their pair-wise angles that exceed a threshold of (π/4). Is this ratio below 10%,
a scaling factor is determined by the mean lengths of all examined segments1

in both trajectories that are represented by those concordant angle-pairs. Tests
showed an average over-estimation of a partial gesture’s real size by 1/3.

In [11], a DTW approach is used to recognize partial input of planar gestures
of the hands. Classification of a partial input is done by comparisons with sub-
gestures of templates in length of the input’s duration. A gesture network is used
to model common subgestures and the formal prediction capacity. It provides
points in time where the classification of a partial input is possible. Further
progress is predicted by averaging trajectories following the input part in the
graph for predefined gestures. However, common partial sequences of gestures
require a manual analysis of the gesture set. Kawashima et al. [10] extend the

1 Ignoring the last one, as it can not be determined, if it is already completed.
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concept of [11] to handle input with strong variations in its duration compared to
the specified and quantized (per Self Organizing Maps) templates. The method,
however, requires the computation of Euclidean distances between input and all
possible subsequences of a template to choose the most similar segment as soon
as it differs by a threshold to the second most similar one.

In general, classification by DTW can also be done by relaxing constraints, so
that partial matchings are possible or even preferred [8]. Further approaches can
be found in other application areas. Classification by HMM, for instance, can be
extended by combination of the models [21] or modification of the Viterbi proce-
dure [6] to detect gestures in continuous input streams. Such ‘gesture spotting’
could be transferred to find partially entered gestures within templates.

The Main Problem of a gesture’s early recognition is the estimation of the
amount of input already done. Obviously, absolute criteria as time or the length
of trajectories can provide sufficient indications of this amount, but presume cer-
tain restrictions in input (i.e. fixed size, orientation, speed or scale). Additionally,
nearest neighbor searches within all possible subgestures of all templates are too
expensive if several classifications are to be done during a gesture’s input.

In the methods available so far, single-touch is the common form of input
[14,2,1,3] and tools that provide sophisticated multi-touch gesture input at all are
rare.2. Multi-stroke is supported, for instance, by [19], but prediction is restricted
to partial sketches containing fully drawn strokes. Due to the selection of absolute
(i.e. angular) features [14,1,19] normalization by size [2,3] or usage of time as
a criterion to find subgestures of equal length [11], our required invariances are
currently not fully supported, too.

We require the prediction of gestures to be invariant against variations in
scale, rotation, translation, and speed as having such constraints limits the ver-
satility of the classifier. On the other hand, if such natural variations in input are
required, they can easily be integrated by parameter checks or enhancements by
absolute features. To prevent restrictions to the diversity of gestures, we require
our classification approach to handle single-touch gestures as well as multi-stroke
or (sequential) multi-touch ones as defined in [17].

3 The Proposed Method

The proposed method is based on the definition of prominent points within tem-
plates. The recognition routine of [17] is applied at each new input sample point
(time-outs are possible), but classification is only against templates with a promi-
nent point similar to this last point in input. This way, the classification’s work-
load can be scaled regarding real-time requirements. Each prominent/landmark
point, is represented by a feature vector which is independent of a gesture’s posi-
tion, scale or orientation. If an input is compared to a template, the best fitting

2 Direct manipulation operations (for instance, pinch-gestures) as defined by Shnei-
derman [18], though possibly applied by multi-touch, are not regarded as gestures.
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prominent point allows to estimate the common portion within the template,
which in turn allows the prediction of further progress and training schemes as
in [2,16,3]. Our detailed procedure includes the following steps:

• Find prominent points in each template during training phase.
• Define a representation of landmarks in respect to features supporting all
required invariances and incremental (with gesture length) computation.

• Store landmark points (together with references to the corresponding sub-
gesture) in a data structure that provides fast searches for nearest neighbors.

• During input, find landmarks that are most similar to its currently termi-
nating point and classify it against their corresponding subgestures.

We find prominent points within a gesture’s token (trajectory) by a modified
Ramer-Douglas-Peucker-algorithm [13,5] (abbr.: RDP). It approximates curves
by omitting points that do not provide much information to its contour.

Algorithm 1. ModifiedRamerDouglasPeucker(T,n,f,l)

Require: INPUT: T - single trajectory of an gesture input
Require: INPUT: n - maximum number of landmark points
Require: INPUT: f - index of first point
Require: INPUT: l - index of last point � defining relevant sequence in trajectory

� by ignoring duplicates/first point, point set contains landmarks on end of recursion
StoreToPointSet(T(f))
StoreToPointSet(T(l))
� if further landmark points are to be included, find the one with maximum
� perpendicular distance to the line segment defined by index l and f
if n > 0 & l − f > 0 then

for all i = f + 1 to l − 1 do
distance ← PerpendicularDistance(T(i),T(l),T(f))
if distance > maxdistance then

landmark ← i
maxdistance ← distance

end if
end for
StoreToPointSet(T(landmark))
� distribute next landmarks approximately equally on left and right side of the
� currently found one by the number of samples within both parts
left ← n · (landmark − f)/(l − f)
right ← n-left
ModifiedRamerDouglasPeucker((T,left,f,landmark))
ModifiedRamerDouglasPeucker((T,right,landmark,right))

end if

In its original version, the recursive procedure successively selects points that
contain the most relevant contour information. It terminates as soon as a point
would be added whose distance to the polyline formed by already chosen points
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falls below a threshold. We adapted the procedure to collect a maximum number
of points. If one such point is found, the reduced maximum number is distributed
in the ratio of sample points within the trajectory that precede or follow this
currently found prominent point. The first point in the token of a template is
excluded from the list of landmark points after the algorithm’s termination.

All landmark points found by the RDP-algorithm are represented by a feature
vector. The features are depicted in figure 1. They contain the angle between
the first point, landmark and its preceding point (1), the angle enclosed by the
landmark’s preceding point, landmark itself and an incremental center of gravity
(2), the angle between first point, the point half way to the landmark (median)
and the landmark (3) as well as the distance of incremental center of gravity to
the landmark in relation to the length of the trajectory up to the landmark (4).

1 2

3

4

Fig. 1. The feature set of a landmark (cross) is used for retrieving similar points within
templates. It contains measurements of angles and distances incorporating interesting
points on the trajectory (black dots) and an incremental center of gravity (gray).

An additional feature not depicted in figure 1 is the cosine (self-) distance be-
tween two segments of the partial trajectory up to the landmark that are bisected
by the median. It indicates the trajectory’s continuity. If more than one (partial)
trajectory is included in a subgesture up to the landmark, the structural and
temporal features of [17] are added. All features can be computed in maximum
time relative to the length of the trajectory and in this case incrementally.

For each landmark point within a trajectory of a gesture, the feature vectors of
simultaneous points in possibly existing concurrent3 trajectories are retrieved,
too. The combined feature vector for all trajectories at a given point in time
is seen as a point in multi-dimensional space. Every possible combination of
the tokens’ feature vectors (and a reference to the corresponding subgesture) is
added in a kd-tree [4], appropriate for this number of tokens. This data structure
supports efficient searches for nearest neighbors within radii of fixed number or
range. Figure 2 illustrates the complete process.

For each new sample of an input, the kd-tree for its current number of tokens
is chosen. A set of nearest neighbor landmarks in respect to the combined last
points of the input’s trajectories is requested and used for classification. The
result of this classification is our best guess of the intended input.

3 In case of terminated trajectories, their last point is chosen.
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Fig. 2. Signal processing of a gesture (left). Landmark points for a token are detected
and features retrieved and combined with features at simultaneous time or (if at the
current time already completed) past endpoints of other tokens (second picture). For
each ordering of tokens a feature vector is generated and the order corresponding
subgesture is referenced by this point which is included in a kd-tree structure (right).

4 Evaluation

We evaluated our procedure by classification tests of partial gestures for two sets
of templates. The first set (see figure 3 left) contains only multi-touch gestures
and is introduced in [17]. The set was not developed for this purpose and due
to inherent identical prefixes of the gestures4, it is impractical for real world
applications of gesture prediction. However, for analysing purposes and first
impressions of our approach’s performance, this systematical ‘construction flaw’
may be useful. For a more realistic scenario, a second set (see figure 3 right) was
constructed which contains single- as well as multi-touch gestures. One member
of each group of identical prefixes of set 1 was included. In addition to the
three-finger pinch gestures, author-defined two-finger versions were added to
investigate the potential for recognizing direct manipulations by our approach.
Due to the lack of other known multi-touch gesture sets, a selection of letters
from the gesture alphabet presented in [15] and four single-stroke gestures of
[20] (in ‘medium’ speed) are included. Each gesture in the second set contains
all available user-independent templates.

From the first set, six user-dependent test cases were generated and results
averaged. One user-independent test case is used for the second set. For each
test case of each set the following procedure was executed five times: For each
of the 20 gesture classes in a set five5 specifications were randomly selected as
templates and five were randomly selected as test instances. In each template, ten
landmark points were detected by the modified RDP method and their feature

4 Considering delays in input between strokes, more than half of the gestures within the
sets {1, 2}, {5, 6, 7}, {4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14}, {15, 19} and, at recognition invariant against
rotation, {8,16} are completely equal.

5 In one exception only four templates were chosen as in the first gesture set, one user
specified only nine templates for class 2.
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Fig. 3. The two gesture sets used in the tests. Depicted on the left is the original
multi-touch gesture set. A modified and more realistic set combined with gestures of
[20], multi-touch letters of a gesture alphabet [15] and two finger pinching gestures is
seen on the right. Larger dots depict the start of a trajectory, arrows their movement
and dashed smaller dots symbolize their end. Black colored starting points belong to
the first stroke, gray ones to the second.

vectors together with the corresponding subgestures included in kd-trees.6 The
test instances were splitted into subgestures of lengths between 10% and 100%
(in steps of 10%) by their temporal progress to simulate continuous gesture input
(see figure 4). At classification of a subgesture, the search within a kd-tree (the
one storing instances of the current input’s number of tokens) was restricted
to ten nearest neighbors (approximately 0.14% of all possible subgestures). The
input is classified against these candidates and the best one returned as result.

Fig. 4. Segmentation of a gesture (class 10 of first set) into 10%-steps of its duration

6 For the first set, this resulted in approx. 7300 generated subgestures per test run.
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5 Results and Discussion

In the following section, results regarding both gesture sets are presented. Table
1 lists accuracy values for classifications of partial gestures of set 1 sorted by
average results per gesture class. The left side of figure 5 shows the ratio at which
correct results are already included in the set of one to three or ten candidates
chosen by the nearest neighbor searches for a partial input. On the right side,
the results of the classification against the ten nearest candidates are presented.
Accuracy values are explicitly given for 13 gestures with identical prefixes, the
remaining seven as well as the best and the worst gesture class.

Table 1. Prediction Results for Gesture Set 1

Gesture 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 �
20 0.8 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.92
17 0.51 0.79 0.94 0.97 0.99 1 1 1 1 1 0.92
18 0.41 0.77 0.97 1 1 1 1 1 0.99 0.98 0.91
12 0.64 0.68 1 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.73 1 1 1 0.89
8 0.95 0.64 0.8 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.99 1 1 0.99 0.89
3 0.62 0.8 0.85 0.82 0.83 0.91 0.79 0.93 0.94 0.99 0.85
15 0.48 0.73 0.74 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.95 1 1 1 0.83
19 0.51 0.66 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.87 1 1 0.83
16 0.59 0.53 0.78 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.73 1 1 1 0.82
1 0.54 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.57 0.44 0.71 0.92 1 1 0.68
2 0.36 0.49 0.44 0.42 0.42 0.52 0.78 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.64
11 0.17 0.23 0.35 0.35 0.59 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.98 0.98 0.63
7 0.27 0.29 0.46 0.48 0.49 0.53 0.8 0.88 0.97 0.97 0.61
13 0.34 0.33 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.65 0.84 0.86 0.89 0.98 0.61
6 0.37 0.3 0.45 0.47 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.88 0.99 0.95 0.61
14 0.18 0.32 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.6 0.97 1 1 1 0.59
9 0.27 0.28 0.23 0.37 0.37 0.53 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.59
10 0.22 0.2 0.29 0.23 0.23 0.39 0.93 0.96 0.98 0.99 0.54
5 0.31 0.37 0.36 0.4 0.41 0.42 0.45 0.78 0.93 0.96 0.54
4 0.24 0.22 0.29 0.37 0.4 0.42 0.63 0.85 0.97 0.98 0.54
� 0.44 0.5 0.6 0.61 0.64 0.7 0.82 0.93 0.98 0.99 0.72

As soon as more than 10% of a gesture is entered, in over 50% of the
cases, nearest neighbor templates already represent correct results. For restricted
searches to ten candidates, an upper bound is given in figure 5 (left). Recogni-
tion rates of 90% are possible if at least 20% of an input is seen. At 80% of
input, 98% accuracy can be achieved by correct choices from nearest neighbor
sets. In comparison (figure 5 right), average prediction accuracy is above 50%
with at least 20% of a gesture entered. A correct selection within the two nearest
neighbors would give better results (overall in average 94% against 72% actual
prediction rate). With progression of input, the classifier’s selection from near-
est neighbor sets becomes more reliable.7 Actual prediction accuracy is best for
gesture 17 which is classified correctly at more than 60% of input and predicted
with at least 94% rate if more than 30% of it is seen. The seven gestures without
common prefixes are recognized with no less than 88% if input passes 30%.

7 Prediction rates for finished gestures (100%) are only slightly worse than results of
the classification approach alone against all full templates.
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Fig. 5. The ratio at which one to three or ten nearest neighbor templates of partial ges-
tures already include correct results is shown left. Next to it, classification accuracies in
relation to a partial input’s progress are presented. Results for best and worst gestures
and subsets that are or are not afflicted by identical prefixes are given separately.

Prediction accuracies regarding gesture set 2 are given in table 2. Figure 6
(left) illustrates these results in comparison to prediction hits by nearest neighbor
searches.

Table 2. Prediction Results for Gesture Set 2

Gesture 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 �
9 0.76 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.98
2 0.92 0.88 0.92 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.97
10 0.8 0.96 0.96 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.97
8 0.56 0.8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.94
6 0.64 0.84 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.92 1 1 1 1 0.92
19 0.6 1 0.92 0.56 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.91
4 0.44 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.9
18 0.36 0.8 0.84 0.92 0.96 1 1 1 1 1 0.89
16 0.64 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.96 1 1 0.88 0.68 0.88 0.89
5 0.44 0.64 0.84 1 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.96 1 1 0.86
15 0.64 0.56 0.56 0.72 0.84 1 1 1 1 1 0.83
11 0 0.4 0.96 1 1 1 1 1 0.96 0.88 0.82
3 0.76 0.48 1 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.68 1 1 1 0.82
17 0.68 0.88 0.84 0.64 0.48 0.68 1 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.8
7 0.48 0.56 0.88 0.8 0.76 0.76 0.76 1 1 1 0.8
20 0.56 0.64 0.68 0.8 0.84 0.96 0.92 0.88 0.88 0.6 0.78
12 0.2 0.4 0.76 0.8 0.84 0.8 0.8 0.88 0.96 1 0.74
1 0.72 0.52 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.36 0.88 0.96 1 1 0.68
13 0.24 0.24 0.16 0.28 0.44 0.48 0.64 0.88 1 0.92 0.53
14 0.12 0.24 0.36 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.36 0.48 0.96 0.88 0.46
� 0.53 0.69 0.8 0.8 0.83 0.85 0.9 0.94 0.97 0.95 0.82
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Fig. 6. Left: Achieved prediction rates in comparison to the rate at which the set of one
to three or ten nearest neighbor templates of a partial input already include the correct
result for classifications regarding gesture set 2. Right: Averaged prediction rates at
three different restrictions (3, 10, 20) of the nearest neighbor search in comparison to
potential prediction rates on optimal choices, i.e., the average rate on which a correct
result would be within the nearest neighbor sets of different sizes.

Accuracies for gesture set 2 are no less than 80% at at least 30% progression
in a gesture’s input and no less than 90% if at least 70% of a gesture is entered.
In average, an overall prediction rate of 82% is achieved.8 Again, if less than
30% of a gesture is seen, the nearest neighbor selection alone would give best
results and with input’s progress the subsequent classification gains benefit.

Trying to get more insight into how our approach is influenced by parameter
choices, figure 6 (right) shows averaged (over all lengths) rates of the correct
result being within the set of one to 20 nearest neighbors (prediction potential).
Besides, actual prediction rates by our procedure at three different sizes of near-
est neighbor sets are given. The results show that the set of 20 nearest neighbors
already includes a good pre-selection of gesture templates and searches beyond
that size promise no significant improvements. On the other hand, prediction
rates for our two gesture sets do not improve with a double sized set (20) at all.
The limiting factor probably is a suboptimal selection of good candidates at the
first phases of an input.

The tokens of gestures in set 1 contained 20-27, in average 24, sample
points. Choosing all sample points as landmarks, recognition accuracy improves
marginally by 0.59%. The same modification, however, increases 10-nearest
neighbor hits regarding gesture set 2 from 80% to 83% and average prediction
rates from 82% to 85%. Classification of a partial gesture of set 1 required with

8 Completed gestures of gesture set 2 were classified with an accuracy of 99.80% by
the classifier alone using all full templates.
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our test setting9 on average 97.73ms whereas the mean input time for our ran-
domly chosen test gestures was 1.41s with minimum of 1.29s. Practically, more
than ten classifications per input would therefore be possible.

6 Outlook

We presented a method allowing to predict gestures during input that were spec-
ified by templates. This approach can support gesture designers and application
developers in quick prototyping or investigating manifold gesture interaction
techniques. Utilizing a realistic gesture set, even common (for zooming or ro-
tation) gestural direct manipulation operations can be handled when specified
by templates only. If some invariances to input variations are not required, the
feature set can be enhanced by a small set of absolute measurements for further
accuracy improvements. Improvements are conceivable by incorporating passed
observations or predictions by nearest neighbors only depending on an input’s
progression. Still we are keen to see sophisticated applications for a gesture pre-
diction scheme that are beyond every day multi-touch interaction. We imagine
tools to provide dynamical feedforward mechanisms for versatile sketching, text
input systems, and training.
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